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Starting with Angular 4

 

About this course:

First let’s have an insight on what is Angular 4 is. Angular, or Angular JS, is a
structural framework for dynamic web applications. In other words, it helps turn
simple HTML into cool web apps that actually do stuff (rather than just staying static
like a simple informational website would do), by using it as a template then
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extending its syntax to express components. Angular 4 is the newest and most
recent 'majorly revamped' version. It is backwards compatible with Angular 2. Web
frameworks can be difficult enough to get your head around at the best of times.
When it comes to Angular, it can be especially challenging to keep up; new versions
are released every 6 months, and although the latest version is Angular 4, there
wasn't actually an 'Angular 3'! Confused? Don't be. This online course will explain it
all.

The average salary for Front End Web Developer is $102,143 per year.

Course Objective:

After completing this course, students will be able to:

Code an Angular Project with an Online IDE
Learn to code with TypeScript and use it's data typing features
Understand and use Angular's Component paradigm
Use Angular's powerful data binding features
Use Angular's improved Pipes to transform displayed data
Compose Components with Angular's Component Nesting capabilities
Implement Services in an Angular application
Implement Routing in Angular
Modularize an application with Angular's Module system

Audience: 

This course is intended for:

Web developers who design and build UI/UX solutions for mobile and the
web.
Developers who want to design with Angular as easily as they can with
other JavaScript frameworks.

Prerequisites:

Before taking this course, a student should ideally (but not absolutely) have
some experience in: Creating web UI’s with normal JavaScript tools (i.e.
jQuery, Bootstrap, ASP.NET, AngularJS, etc.) Programming with a common
object-oriented or scripting language (i.e. Java, C#, Python, PHP, etc.)
JavaScript development of complete client-side solutions.

Suggested prerequisites courses:

jQuery And JavaScript Basics
Learn to Program in Java

Course Outline:

Welcome to Starting With Angular 4
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Let's Get Started
Angular Components
Angular Routing
Angular Services
Angular Modules
Styling Angular
Directives & Pipes
Course Conclusion

Credly Badge:

  

  

  

  
  Display your Completion Badge And Get The
Recognition You Deserve. 

Add a completion and readiness badge to your
Linkedin profile, Facebook page, or Twitter account to
validate your professional and technical expertise. With
badges issued and validated by Credly, you can:

Let anyone verify your completion and
achievement by clicking on the badge
Display your hard work and validate your
expertise
Display each badge's details about specific
skills you developed.

Badges are issued by QuickStart and verified through
Credly.

  Find Out More or See List Of Badges 
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